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ABSTRACT

Minimal access surgery (MAS) includes conventional minimally invasive laparoscopic and thoracoscopic surgery, single incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) and natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES). An end of the evolution of MAS is not foreseeable, but there are still limitations. In the most common fields of intestinal surgery (cholecystectomy, appendectomy, colo-rectal resection) limitations of MAS shook dogma for surgical strategy and procedure. Automation units and telesurgical systems try to assist the surgical action. Remaining limitations are caused by lack of tactile sense and spatial awareness. With expanding application of minimal access technique in surgery the need for navigation assistance will increase. Future expansion is basically reliant on the feasibility of navigated surgery. Navigation must respect the problems of organ shift and realise continuous localisation of the surgical target as well as spatial orientation of surgical instruments and camera view.
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1. Introduction

MAS endeavours to minimize surgical trauma to patients with miniaturisation of the surgical access. With conventional open surgery the surgical access must allow open vision and direct mechanical access to the operation site. Surgeon must be able to see and feel the surgical target tissue. Direct access with surgical instruments must be possible. However for open surgical access damage of skin, muscles and other tissue is necessary and may sometimes cause more injury to the body than the surgical therapy itself. This may lead to more pain for patients, longer periods of bed occupancy and recovery, and an increased risk for complications.

MAS originate from endoscopic diagnostic. In 1911 Hans Jacobaeus from Stockholm established the term “laparo-thoracoscopy”. He was the first who visualized the abdominal and thoracic cavity with an endoscope. Up to the mid 20th century mainly diagnostic procedures were performed and some dissections of peritoneal adhesions and liver biopsies were described [1]. In the second part of the 20th century laparoscopic technique was established mostly in gynecology procedures for adnex disease [2]. Inspection through the laparoscope was performed directly to gain insight. Visualisation was realised only for the surgeon. Outside broadcast of the picture from the body inside onto a screen allows for a more ergonomic working environment and active assistance of additional persons, as they can observe the ongoing procedure.

In general surgery the technique of MAS was established when video-assistance was introduced. Since Philippe Mouret performed the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy in 1987 this technique of laparoscopic surgical procedures increased rapidly [3]. Today, MAS surgery is a daily routine and a standard procedure in many fields of general surgery.

With further development, quality of visualisation improved dramatically. Better light sources and automation of light control allow optimal illumination of the surgical field and improved camera systems provide a better picture data acquisition and processing. Also 3D-visualisation is realised. At the same time surgical access is downsized to a 2 mm port diameter (needlescopic surgery) or a single port technique with access for several instruments through one port and also realised through various natural orifices of the human body [4-6].

In addition to better cosmetic results, benefit for short and middle term postoperative course are evident factors for the rapid expansion of MAS. Small incisions, often less than 1 cm, scar healthy tissue to a lesser extent in comparison with open surgery. The advantages of this are less postoperative pain, shortened hospital stay and reduced complications. Above all, this is beneficial for the national economy [7-9].

However, for the surgeon MAS also represents surgery of limited access. And limited access surgery also means narrow visualisation, reduced surgical skill, increased stress and risk for mistakes. These limitations have pro-
bably changed surgical strategies and procedures. Computer assisted technologies try to compensate theses drawbacks and facilitate MAS. This “active navigation” is progressively applied in all fields of surgery. In contrast passive navigation assistance is realised above all in orthopaedics, neurosurgery and interventional radiology.

In contrast to most scientific essays of MAS this review will focus the limitations of MAS and its influence on diagnostic standards, indication for surgery and mode and quality of the surgical therapy. On the basis of limitations of MAS in general, the analyses focus on cholecystectomy, appendectomy and colorectal resection to be able to point out demands and potentials of navigation assistance.

2. Principles of MAS

MAS is performed with special instruments introduced into a body cavity through small incisions. The cavity (abdominal, thoracic or other anatomical spaces e.g. the retroperitoneal space) is inflated with carbon dioxide to create an adequate working space. Instruments are introduced via trocars and enable gas-tight access with instruments of different diameter.

Vision is realised by the laparoscope and also introduced via trocar. The laparoscope is a longitudinal optical system of lenses transferring the picture of the surgical site to a CCD-camera at the outside end of the instrument. The laparoscope also contains optical fibres to bring light from outside to inside. More recent laparoscopes can pick up the picture at the tip of the instrument with a miniaturized camera. With this system optical emission of the picture can be omitted. Usually the captured picture is monoscopic and visualized with two dimensions with a high-resolution screen.

Instruments for MAS are special designed long thin instruments with a handle bar on one side actuating an action on the tip of the instrument.

There is need to get used to the principles of operation techniques, due to reduced tactile feedback, modified eye-hand-coordination, two-dimensional view and action inversion at the pivot point of the trocar (fulcrum-effect) (Figure 1). Increased dependency of surgical assistants (e.g. camera operator) is an additional alteration in comparison with open surgery. Due to this complete change of the surgical mode of operation special training devices have become very popular [10,11].

3. Incidence and Limitation of MAS

In the beginnings of the evolution of MAS only selected indications were considered suitable for this new surgical technique. Today also more difficult surgical diseases and even medical emergencies can be managed with MAS; however, expansion of MAS was less rapid in difficult procedures. Reduced vision and capacity to act may lead to more trouble in difficult surgical cases. This means, surgeons sometimes had to learn the hard way for the benefits of MAS and the success story of MAS is discussed diverging in the surgical community. This is mainly based on two limitations: Reduced surgical capacity to act and reduced surgical cognitive ability.

3.1. Reduced Surgical Capacity to Act

Performance of MAS depends on an adequate working space with good vision and view. With suitable instruments surgical procedures can be performed even in a very small space, e.g. in babies; [12-14] however, performance limitations can arise, when the creation of an adequate working space can not be realised with pneumoperitoneum, for example in obstruction ileus.

Surgical action is also limited mechanically due to the insertion of instruments through a small opening. In addition most designed laparoscopic instruments have a restricted mobility of four degrees of freedom (rotation in three axis and longitudinal adjustment). Therefore not any orientation is feasible at the tip of an instrument. Together with the fulcrum-effect, this waste of surgical capacity to act leads to a drawback of the surgical action (Figures 1(b), (c)).

Automation units and telesurgery systems try to assist the surgical action. Details are focused in chapter “Impact of MAS on computer-assisted surgery”.

3.2. Reduced Surgical Cognitive Ability

Surgical vision onto the operation field is realised with a video camera. It is an indirect and usually two-dimensional view. 3D-visualisation systems try to improve the optical perception (Figure 1(c)). Optical file generation can be achieved with two-channel video-signal systems, dual chip systems and shutter mechanism or “insect eye”-technology. Image presentation is feasible by means of a head-mounted display, active or passive polarisation of output device and spectacles as well as an autostereoscopic screen [15-18]. Optimised surgical performance was expected, but as of now, objective data supporting this presumption is missing. Obviously surgeons can easily adapt to limitations of two dimensions and eliminate this handicap [19-21].

3D-visualisation is already integrated in telesurgery systems thus depth of immersion is enhanced. (Figure 1(d)). However, beside optical perception, tactile sense is also limited. Virtual haptic as a result of enhanced depth of immersion can not counterbalance this handicap [22]. Instrumental force feedback is affected due to airproofing of trocars and stiffness of the expanded abdominal wall. This means, surgeons do not have the same tactile perception achieved in open surgery that may allow to localise
invisible tumors or vessels. Tactile perception is only rudimentary and goes missing completely in telerobotic systems. Haptic navigation and feedback systems can optimize instrumental force feedback, [23,34] however tactile sense is not realised with sensor systems up to now.

In summary limits of sound application of MAS are listed in the Table 1.

4. Influence of MAS on General Surgery Procedures

4.1. Surgery of Biliary Tract

MAS is the new gold-standard for cholecystectomy. Almost all complications of gall-stones can effectively be treated with video-assisted cholecystectomy. Some authors even postulate appropriate high MAS-rates for quality management [25-28].

Ongoing disagreements exist in diagnostics and therapy necessary for patients with asymptomatic bile-duct concretions, when cholecystectomy is planned. Bile-duct concretions can be estimated with the help of liver function tests and diagnosed with ultrasound, intraoperative cholangiography and Magnetic Resonance Cholangiography. Preoperative intravenous cholangiography and endoscopic retrograde cholangiography for diagnostic purposes are obsolete [29,30].

In the beginnings of MAS laparoscopic management of common bile-duct stones detected intraoperatively was
Endoscopic sphincterotomy is the therapeutic strategy of choice only in severe pancreatitis and/or cholangitis [29,31-36]. There are excellent results with laparoscopic common bile-duct clearance even in prospective randomised studies but most surgeons still favour of endoscopic splitting strategy [37]. Most surgeons are not keen to change their strategy. The results of endoscopic sphincterotomy are judged satisfying and complications of bile-duct clearance do not adhere to the surgical procedure.

Main drawbacks for primarily laparoscopic management exist when laparoscopic choledochotomy is necessary [38]. Laparoscopic choledochotomy represent a higher complication rate with probably longer hospital stay for patients. Hence great efforts should be done to reduce the rate of choledochotomy and to perform transcystic bile-duct removal more effectively [39,40]. Furthermore combination with intra- or postoperative endoscopic sphincterotomy should be considered.

4.2. Appendectomy

Conventional appendectomy is a typical teaching procedure in abdominal surgery. With the open access of a small laparotomy young surgeons can learn this procedure very quickly. Therefore an upgrade of this surgical training procedure to a procedure for MAS-specialists raised concerns and resistance. However, the new surgical technique established after an adequate learning period [41-43].

MAS offers diagnostic advantage in patients with minor suspicion of appendicitis and therapeutic benefit in acute inflammatory disease [44-46].

Obvious are the minimised surgical trauma of the abdominal wall and the reduced infection rate of the surgical access. On the other hand in open surgery sometimes an extension of laparotomy or secondary median laparotomy is necessary when inflammation of appendix is missing or in atypical location of the appendix. Above all, wound infections of the abdominal wall often are protracted.

However, most authors dispute a benefit in appendicitis when abscess, perforation or diffuse peritonitis occurs. Tendency of increased intraabdominal abscess rate is reported, [46,47] even though advantage with MAS is conceivable theoretically. Laparoscopic surgery delivers an excellent insight view to all areas of the abdominal cavity and provides well-directed efficient suction of ichor and peritoneal lavage. But there is a minimal risk in advanced peritonitis with appropriate peritoneal adhesions, when interenteric areas remain occult and insufficient exploration and lavage precludes healing of the peritonitis.

An own paper is focused on MAS versus open surgery in perforated appendicitis [48]. This prospective non-randomized analysis includes extended procedures, which are sometimes necessary to manage severe complicated appendicitis. The reported “Mannheimer Peritonitis Index” indicates, that severity of peritonitis did not bias the choice of the surgical technique. In this series in 10% of patients either resection of ceacal pole or ileocecal resection is performed. Major reason for extension of procedure and conversion are inflammatory intestinal conglomerates of appendix, ileum and colon. With laparoscopic instrumental palpation alone decision making for ileocecal resection or appendectomy is challenging despite perfect visualisation. The complication-rate of 20% is acceptable, considering the high mean age of patients and the fact that extended procedures are included. Long-lasting superficial wound infections are rare with MAS. Rates of severe intraabdominal infections are 9% and 11% in laparoscopic (“intention to treat”-principle) and conventional open surgery.

However, some papers even prove a comparable or even reduced incidence of intraabdominal postoperative infections [49-52]. Possibly this is a reversed trend, due to the increasing experience of surgeons and an improved surgical technique. An analogue evolution was seen in laparoscopic assisted colorectal cancer surgery.

In summary advantage of MAS in appendectomy is proven in numerous studies. Good indications are atypical clinical signs, above all in females, working, fat and older patients, perforated appendicitis and retrocecal appendicitis. Drawbacks are rare injuries of bowels and bladder, higher costs for the hospital and a longer operation time during the learning phase [53,54]. Further detailed cost-benefit-analysis are necessary considering all direct and indirect costs, to define a potentially national economic benefit of this surgical technique [55-57].
4.3. Colorectal Resection

The majority of colorectal resections can be performed in minimally invasive technique. Appropriate experience of the surgical team is a prior condition to succeed. Implementation of modern surgical technology (Ultracision®, LigaSure®-technology) facilitates procedures and allows fast, bloodless and clear surgical preparation.

Several randomised studies are published and almost all prove significant better results for application of analgetics, [58-60] action of the bowel, postoperative nutrition and length of hospital stay [58-63]. Only one randomised multicenter-study found in “intention-to-treat” analysis no significant difference action of the bowels, nutrition and hospital stay [64].

Numerous randomised publications present a positive effect on immune function and surgical stress as well. [65-70] Positive effects are proved for CRP, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-1beta and CD 4/8 ratio.

Without doubt MAS can be applied in benign indications when appropriate experience is available. The location information measured from the anal verge (eg. in centimetre) may provide tremendous variations of the real topography [71]. This fact is of high significance in MAS. With MAS tumors often are more difficult to palpate and to localise. In addition, tumor localisation may probably affect the positioning of the trocars. Due to these facts some surgeons perform preoperative clip application, injection of blue dye or intraoperative colo-scropy, others perform preoperative colon contrast enema, as mis-assessment of the tumor localisation may lead to misplacement of trocars [71-74].

Focusing on oncologic quality in colorectal cancer an appropriate benefit may be expected as well. Some centres of MAS could demonstrate better results for 3- and 5-year-survival after MAS of colorectal cancer in selected groups of patients, [60,63,64,67] but MAS should be elected cautious in cancer disease. Further investigations should prove acceptable results with general application of MAS in cancer disease. A clear higher rate of R1-resections in the CLASICC-trial [64] (12% versus 6% in anterior rectum resection) may raise concerns.

In rectal cancer exact preoperative staging is self-evident and has become a gold-standard. However, due to the lack of intraoperative palpation in MAS, excessive diagnostic of localisation and local circumference is also advisable in colon cancer. During laparoscopic resection of a malignant tumor with an occultceeding of the organ, the surgeon runs a risk to hit the tumor with the dissecting instrument, due to limited palpation.

MAS of tumours staged T4 should be judged critically and selection of patients for MAS of malignant tumours must be claimed.

Limitations of minimal access cancer surgery depend on the oncologic intention of the procedure (curative intention or palliation), the size, the circumference and localisation of the tumour and the extent of lymphatic metastases.

5. Impact of MAS on General Surgery

In gallstone disease most surgeons precede each laparoscopic procedure with a preoperative diagnostic of the common bile duct. This strategy enables to exclude common bile duct pathologies and allows therapeutic splitting for patients with bile duct stones if necessary. More detailed diagnostic of colorectal cancer is also advisable, when laparoscopic colorectal resection is planned. Preoperative knowledge of localisation is of higher relevance as in open surgery and the tumor stage should be identified more detailed.

Lack of tactile sense is the basic cause for an extended diagnostic specification in MAS. This is also the reason why gallstone-removal from the common bile duct is performed with the help of Dormia baskets and X-ray examination, as opposed to open surgery when stones could be removed with special instruments under palpation control. Ability to palpate is compensated with intraoperative imaging. In the same way poor ability of palpation and reduced tactile feedback is the basic cause for a high conversion rate in laparoscopic management of advanced appendicitis, when decision making for ileocecal resection or appendectomy is challenging despite perfect visualisation.

Indication for surgery expanded since the reduced surgical access trauma provides evident advantage for the patient. Moreover MAS triggered a search for further applications of this technique and modified surgical procedures in many fields. In gastroesophageal reflux disease MAS conducted a renaissance for fundoplication and also promoted a more specific diagnostic and surgical approach [75,76]. MAS did not only establish for surgery of anatomical body cavities, it also extended to soft tissue. In hernia repair an evolution of “tension-free” procedures was initiated [77]. Extraperitoneal/retropitoneal access for surgical procedures of the kidney and adrenal glands have achieved high significance [78,79]. Even total new methods were analysed e.g. in axilloscopy and dorsoposterior pelviscopy [80,81].

6. Impact of MAS on Computer-Assisted Surgery

Action automatic units, telesurgical systems and 3D-simulation are established in computer-assisted abdomi-
nal MAS [82-86].

Action automatic units for camera guidance are used for colorectal surgery, [86] but routine application is reported mainly in relative easy surgical procedures (e.g. cholecystectomy and hernia surgery). The analysis of automatic units for the camera guidance indicate that the surgical camera guidance and positioning is performed intuitively by the surgeon, while the automation of the camera positioning reduces manoeuvres of the camera repositioning effectively [87]. Camera guidance becomes stable and unremitting. The control mode is realised manually (direct or teleguided), acoustically (with linguistic terms), with head motions or by means of colour-coded instrumental tips [88]. With assistance of the automatic camera guidance surgeons can perform various procedures alone (solo-surgery). Hence staff savings are realised [87]. But the surgeon must accept an impairment of the working comfort and a longer operating time for the benefit of staff savings. [85] Loss of camera guidance is also critically for surgical training. Besides 3D-simulation camera guidance plays a major role for the training of young surgeons [89].

The application of telesurgical systems is favourable above all in microsurgery and when required precision can not be realised with conventional MAS. Even in open surgery—e.g. in reconstruction of nerves and vessels—there often are difficult and longsome procedures, thus surgeons appreciate when telesurgical systems are applied. The master slave principle of these systems facilitate a constant concentration and smart actions over a long surgical period. Instruments of these systems offer six degrees of freedom. The external device of telesurgical systems (slave) realises four degrees with the instruments inserted through the trocar. The special designed robotic instrument offers two additional degrees of freedom realised with a wrist joint of the internal slave.

The master device of telesurgical systems is realised with a computer interface between surgeon and instruments. It can balance the fulcrum-effect easily and offers the illusion of a high depth of immersion (Figure 1(d)). Additionally the principle of these systems offer amplified potentials for simulation and training with copiloting and teleteaching [90-92].

In telesurgical systems most experience exist with DaVinci® and Zeus® (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Mountain View, CA). DaVinci® enables to control three robotic arms. Another interactive arm carries the 3D-camera. The Zeus® system can control only two robotic arms, the third with the camera is controlled with the camera guidance system Aesop®. Zeus® offers enhanced competence of telecommunication. With action scaling and tremor filtrations more ergonomic working and gain of surgical skill can be achieved [93] (Figure 1(d)).

Cardia surgery is one of the main application areas of these systems [94]. Centres of visceral surgery report application of these systems in frequent minimally invasive procedures, as well as in technically challenging procedures [95]. In frequent technically easy procedures long machine set-up times and high costs are infavourable, while in technical challenging procedures a limited assortment of instruments is criticized [96-98].

7. Impact of MAS on Navigated Surgery

Navigation systems have established above all in neurosurgery, oral-maxillo-facial surgery and orthopaedics [99-103]. There is a need for navigation assistance as precise surgical dissection is required at bones and central nervous structures. In addition areas with surrounding osseous structures provide perfect topographic stability and allow firm marking and continuous position finding of land marks.

Nevertheless, due to the soft tissue of the brain and its deformability “brain-shift” is one of the major drawbacks in navigated neurosurgery, especially during dissection and resection of pathological tissue [104-106].

In internal organs of abdominal surgery navigation assistance is still in experimental stage [107-113]. Navigated surgery is reported in liver and retroperitoneal procedures [114-118]. Movement and deformability of organs are the main drawbacks as well and affect the precision of navigated surgery negatively. Due to this fact navigation support has not yet established in liver surgery and many procedures are still performed in open technique. Laparotomy allows orientation with optical and tactile sense at the same time. Direct view can be supported with intraoperative ultrasound examination and lesions can often be palpated easily.

However, there is a huge need for navigation assistance in MAS. Even in simple colon resection localisation of tumor can offer increased problems than in open surgery as described in the previous section. Without doubt application of MAS will expand in the next decade. At this time several difficult procedures are not performed routinely with MAS but published as highlights of this technique [119-123]. However, routine application is imaginable for many difficult procedures with available computer assistance for surgical manipulation as realised with telesurgical systems.

NOTES will potentially establish in various applications [4]. But exactly in this new technique straight laparoscopes and instruments will probably be replaced with flexible devices thus spatial orientation and tactile feedback is changed for the worse and application of appropriate navigation systems will be necessary [124].

In the near future MAS will probably need tools which can continuously define sterical localisation and orientation of their acting instrumental ends. Secondary it will be necessary to cope with the problems of organ shift
during surgery and navigation in general. Especially in abdominal surgery, when dealing with mobile and soft tissue organ shift and deformity has to be recorded and respected.

8. Conclusion

There are multiple effects of MAS on diagnostic, indication and mode of surgical therapy in abdominal surgery. MAS challenged surgical procedures and standards and it changed existing surgical principles and conducted complete new procedures. Together with further expansion and the predicted potential of NOTES for a further revolution, a high future potential for navigation technology is supposed.

Navigation assistance could support MAS with the help of pre- and intraoperative imaging. Limitations of MAS due to reduced tactile sense could be counterbalanced with better visualisation of the surgical anatomy and spatial awareness with visualisation of surgical instruments in relation to anatomical landmarks. Basic experimental work dealing with accelerated imaging according to organ deformity during surgical procedures and information delivery to the surgeon with tools for augmented reality and navigation control will be of high future potential.
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